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Eric Rentschler’s latest book is a collection of his essays on German cinema published over the last thirty years in various journals and edited volumes. Organized into four parts, each of which proceeds in a roughly chronological fashion, the book traces the developments in German film theory, criticism, history and production since the Weimar era. Part I devotes itself to various writings about film from Rudolf Arnheim’s Weimar criticism to Klaus Kreiermeier’s 1992 history of Ufa. Part II discusses different genres and cycles ranging from Weimar musicals to post-war Heimatfilme. In Part III Rentschler tackles the Silver age of German screen covering topics from the earliest proclamations of the need for a new German film in 1946 to Kluge’s work for television in the 1980s. Finally, Part IV concludes with a discussion of the developments in the wake of the fall of the Berlin Wall from the aesthetics of Berlin School to the reception of popular German cinema.
The key thread that runs throughout the book is the rigor and confidence with which Rentschler undermines and problematizes common conceptions about particular authors, cycles, movements, and periods of German film history. In Part I, for instance, Rentschler attunes us to the complexities of the reception of Siegfried Kracauer’s 1960 Theory of Film. While the Anglo-American and French film circles undeniably dismissed the book upon its initial appearance, Rentshler reminds us how it is often overlooked that in FRG Kracauer’s monograph defined the sensibilist approach to criticism which dominated the writings on film of the 1970s. In the chapter on Bergfilme, similarly, Rentschler argues against the standard view of the genre as the harbinger of political complacency and escapism into the pristine world of ahistorical nature. Rentschler points out not only that the left-leaning Weimar critics of the 1920s including Béla Balázs regarded Bergfilme quite positively but also that the imagery of the films themselves regularly includes markers of modernity (hotels, tourists, automobiles, aeroplanes, etc.). In Part III, in a chapter on the 1962 Oberhausen manifesto which ushered in the Young German Cinema and paved the way for the New German Cinema Rentschler in a similar vein homes in on the overlooked ambivalences of the now mythical proclamation. He points out that not a single of the 26 signatory was a woman, that there was a number of contemporary independent German filmmakers who were critical of the manifesto and that the manifesto itself completely overlooks the fact that the GDR cinema is no less German than the one from FRG. To give one last example, in the book’s final chapter Rentschler casts into doubt the German critics’ general consensus that contemporary German cinema is either hermetic art house or mindless popular entertainment. By going no further than German entries for 2013 Berlinale such as Gold (Thomas Arslan, 2013) and Oh Boy (Jan Ole Gerster, 2012) Rentschler marshals convincing evidence that there are contemporary filmmakers capable of wedding popular genre with unconventional aesthetic choices. 
The book itself does not have an overarching argument – which should not come as a surprise given its status as a compilation of essays – but instead reads more as a series of vignettes where each chapter provides a window to a different time and place in the history of German cinema. Chapter 10 encapsulates the spirit of the book best insofar it rehearses this structure of leaps and bounds across subjects and times – as the chapter progresses Rentschler weaves together the discussion of the experimental documentary Brutalität in Stein/Brutality in Stone (Alexander Kluge and Peter Schamoni, 1960) with the brief reports of post-war public presentation of Nazi art from Leni Riefenstahl’s Das blaue Licht/The Blue Light (1932) in 1963 to the work of Arno Breker in 1986. As Rentschler himself puts it in the Introduction, he has no pretensions at producing a “definitive and comprehensive guide[]” (13). Instead, “[]his book presents histories, not a history” (Ibid.).
With such a modest goal in mind it is difficult to launch any substantial critique of the book as a whole. One could, say, wish for more chapters on GDR film (Chapter 8 on Die Mörder sind unter uns/The Murderers Are Among Us [Wolfgaung Staudte, 1946] is the only one) especially given that Rentschler on occasion mobilizes DEFA productions as counterexamples to some standard but misplaced arguments about German cinema. Next to the discussion of Oberhausen manifesto, for instance, Rentschler argues that DEFA films such as Jahrgang 45/Born in ’45 (Jürgen Böttcher, 1965) present an alternative to post-wall heritage films like Das Leben der Anderen/The Lives of Others (Florian Henckel von Donnersmarck, 2006) insofar the primary goal of these DEFA productions is to seriously engage the past rather than to seek consensus among all potential audiences. Wishes of this sort (to include something left out), however, cannot amount to a critique for Rentschler clearly acknowledges that his approach to history in this book is personal and only one among many. 
The only objections I can find really concern either a particular point in a given article or some discrepancies across articles. To illustrate the former, after successfully making a case for the importance of domestic musicals in the history of Weimar cinema which is too often conflated with expressionism, Rentschler rehearses an unconvincing and worn-out argument (the essay was originally published in 2010) according to which self-conscious film techniques in these musicals “caution the spectator not to confuse the cinematic illusion with social solutions” (130). As if the spectator was ever fooled into thinking that she would find a solution to a social problem by frequenting a musical (be it self-conscious or self-effacing in its techniques). In the latter case, in the chapter on Das Leben der Anderen Rentschler contrasts conciliatory post-wall heritage films with New German Cinema’s critical stance towards the past (317). Yet, in his discussions of New German Cinema in chapter 10 and 13 he describes New German Cinema no differently than contemporary retro films: “These [New German] films rewrite history from the perspective of present; as retro scenarios, they transform history into myth, restaging the past in a way that exorcizes the shock of that experience and soothes the present” (182). Perhaps writing in 2013 Rentschler no longer holds his earlier views (chapter 10 and 13 come from essays written in 1985 and 1990, respectively). If that indeed is the case it would be interesting to see why he has a far less critical view of New German Cinema now than he had 25 years ago. Could it be that Rentschler went the exact opposite route from Kracauer – whereas the latter condemned much of Weimar cinema in the wake of the ensuing catastrophe the former idealized New German Cinema with the knowledge that the Silver age is long gone?
The remarks from the preceding paragraph, however, cannot detract much from this eclectic work of cinephilia. That Rentschler loves cinema is clear not only from the knowledge about the sheer volume of films, directors, critics, and scholarly writing he commands but also from the writing style in which he engages his subject. Anybody who shares this love of German cinema would be well served to pick up Rentschler’s book.
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